New Prism Design - Groups

This header is intended to bleed in a fluid layout across the page - the blue/orange in the middle needs to expand, so the logo stays to left and colorful image to the right.
The content area is fixed in size and should be centered beneath the page header.

These navigation labels may not be totally right, but they are significantly more
Marketing friendly, and should be, since that is the target user for this product.

Two choices with the upper navigation tabs: either create a page with
simple links to the features within that section, or go to the “first” area
(Groups here) when “Offers” is clicked.

Show user’s groups first by default. If
they have none, remove the tab & show
all groups until they have created some.

This thumbnail
image is 44x44.
Use a size that
makes sense,
but create these
automatically so
users can see
at a glance the
groups without
even having to
read. The
orange PCH
logo is a
placeholder to
use if there are
no images
uploaded.

I think the creation
date should be inside
the Group edit data &
the most important data
to communicate is the
last modified date.

Add the title in
parentheses to the
group name & just
use one column to
make it tons faster
for people to
identify what
they’re looking for.
Truncate the title if
too long for this
column.

Open Lineups with
this link. Instead of
“usage” make this
column non-generic
& more valuable.

Allow simple search of all types,
contained to Groups in this case
These are the four Status states. A group is in
Pending mode until Published, can be marked
Inactive, or if being Edited, is not available for
others to edit until done. (Eliminates the need
to check-in and check-out)

Allow users to
Delete entries
to clean up
their space,
but let them
retrieve deleted
entries later in
the Advanced
Search.
The Edit link is
disabled
because
someone is
editing this
group now. If
the user clicks
on the group
name they can
view the page in
Read-Only and
see the user
that is editing it.

User can return to the Groups screen with this link.

When the user types in a search term on the Groups screen, they come to
the Search page, and can define advanced parameters.

Let users define the
beginning and the
end of searches, so
they can eliminate
unwanted results.

When the user “submits” refresh this page, leaving the boxed area above on
the screen and use this area below for results. Use the same table layout as
in groups, but have the tab for the table say “My Searches”.

Section headings are
written as instructions to
make the progression of
this task easier to
comprehend.

I found this section
baffling as new user.
Give folks an example
in a popup image to
help them comprehend
the different copy sections.

Preview should popup an
actual preview of content
created so far.

This is a total workflow change from
your model of having multiple modes
to think about with Active/Inactive &
Checked-In/Checked-Out, which
caused me a lot of confusion. Don’t
make the user think about this: they
need to focus on what they’re doing,
and you need to handle showing/
hiding this entry online behind the
scenes.

Usage: N/A is not on this
screen because nothing
has been done with this
group yet.
To reduce this
screen’s heaviness, I
have made Offers a
related task. Popup
an Offers window so
users grasp the
connectivity of it
being a sub-task.

Expand/Contract
sections so users can
eliminate clutter from the
screen and make it
easier to focus on just
what they need to do at
that moment. Clicking the
icon should open/close
the content beneath the
section heading (and
stay in that state until
user changes it, not just
until that session
terminates.)

Don’t have blank Select
fields in pulldown menus

Wordpress, if you have ever used it,
has what I think is the perfect model
for your needs, regarding things being
published, edited or saved (pending)
without publishing.

Help boxes explain
details about successful
completion of this task.
The tiny “close” icon
should remove the help
box from the screen.

Save saves the entry as Pending,
until the user hits Publish.
Users may want to prepare content
that is not Published until a later date
(in advance of a vacation, for
example.) They can “edit” the Publish
date using the link, like Wordpress
does.
Once published, if the user is Editing,
it remains on the site as the Previous
Published entry until they Save it
again. You can keep a log of version
changes at the bottom of the edited
page, like Wordpress does, and let
users click on the link to bring up
previous versions if they need to see
them.
If a user changes the Status to
Inactive and “saves” it should
unpublish the entry and archive it.
The Cancel link should undo any
changes and return the user to the
Groups page (the table list.)

Clicking the pencil icon opens the section
with text fields and a save button - this is
just a suggestion. It makes things a bit
smoother but takes more effort to develop.
In Edit mode my
preference is to let
people edit only what
they need to, and
otherwise show the text
as easy-to-read copy
without all the text field
boxes. This lets people
“see” what they are doing
without even having to
preview, because they
can visualize the offer
better without clutter in
the way. You need to
read the html codes you
allow them to enter so
they see formatted text.

The badge overlay showing image
size can save marketers a lot of
time if they are simply trying to
process images and want to see
what has been uploaded so far.

The Status Box shows this entry is Published,
so there is no “Publish” button. If the status were
Pending or Inactive, the Publish button would
need to appear here. If a user hits “cancel” after
making some changes, edits are tossed & the
user is taken back to the Groups list page.

Action tasks allow the user to make a Copy or
Delete the group, or search groups.

Using javascript or a pre-coded control, I’d
like the users to have an image gallery:
thumbnails of all images associated with
this entry, and they click to see the larger
images if needed. This is a big space
reducer and eliminates a lot of scrolling
that is required in the design now.

-- Making a copy opens this same group in Edit
mode, with a clear “copy” name and the Group
Name section opened with text fields so the user
can change the name.
-- Delete this group should pop up a warning
confirmation dialogue, and when they confirm,
the group is deleted and they are returned to
Groups list page.
-- Search through groups opens the advanced
search page.
Related Tasks of Offers & Lineups show the
number of each or (0) if none defined.

The link icon should open the image if possible, or
show the full link as a tooltip. I don’t see why that
lengthy url is needed on-screen for every image so
this was another way to reduce visual clutter.
Clicking on a version of this group should open the entry as it
appeared at that time. If the user wants to use/publish it and
replace the most recently edited version, confirm that with a
warning message and let them save it.

